Lee’s Pocket Command Guide
(frequently used Dragon commands)

“A few good commands are worth their weight in gold!”

To get Dragon’s attention say:
- Wake up
- Listen to me
- Go to sleep
- Stop listening
- Launch DragonPad

To make corrections say:
- Correct <wrong word>
- Select <word>
- Scratch that

To punctuate say:
- Period
- Comma
- Question mark

[flip card over for more commands]

~ 2 ~

To create parentheses or quotes say:
- Open paren
- Close paren
- Open quote
- Close quote

To add or navigate say:
- New line
- New paragraph
- Tab
- Backspace
- Go to end of line
- Insert after <word>
- Insert before <word>
- Resume with <word>

To format say:
- Cap that
- Bold that
- Center that
- Left align that
- Right align that

For more commands/help say:
- Give me help
- What can I say?